ACG Laboratories

Laboratory for
Process Development

Where your imagination is your only limitation.

In our commitment to making the world healthier, we’ve created a dedicated
Process Development Lab where you can test the limits of all aspects of solid dosage optimisation.
We welcome you to come and co-create alongside our team of experts and use some of the world’s
most innovative pieces of laboratory equipment to find your process solution.
We believe the magic happens when we come together and co-create.
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About ACG.
For more than two decades, ACG Engineering has
been helping customers refine their process solutions.
Together, we’ve tried and tested methods and developed
the process for thousands of formulations along the way.
Now, we’ve increased the footprint of our Lab to
combine more of the best in technology and
experience, all under one roof.
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Why choose the ACG Process Development Lab?
Whether you want to start a new application from scratch,
need support to develop a current process, or want to scale
up from pilot stage to commercial, you can start your
exploration right here.
World-class features:
		
		

Extensive range of equipment for feasibility,
R&D and pilot scale studies

		

Inhouse technical training

		
		
		

Highly skilled team of 15+ Pharma professionals
with individual specialisations and experience
of handling over 3,500 formulations

		
		

Equipped with In-Process laboratory to
monitor physical parameters
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A modern crafted laboratory spread over 4,500 square feet of ACG process development space.
Whatever your challenge, it’s likely that our team of experts have faced it before or have some innovative ideas
on how best to approach it. We have everything onsite to test the feasibility, research and development and the
scale up or down of your product. Just bring yourself and we’ll help you to explore your ideas.

Test.
We’ve enabled support trials in thousands of formulations over the years,
and all over the world. In our Process Development Lab you can set your
product at R&D and pilot scale, before replicating it at your manufacturing site.

Scale up.
We can test the scaling up of your project using pilot-scale machinery
and providing practical tips on how to apply it to a commercial setting.
ACG is also well equipped with technical capability to support you for
successful scale out of the product during product validation and
commercialisation stage.

Develop.
Using our scientific resources, we can help you develop an existing
process to work optimally or create a niche one. Granules and pellets
can be further processed.

Regulatory support.
Helping you speed up the approval process, our team has vast experience
in handling process and machine related queries.

Create.
With experience of handling over 3500 formulations, and technical
experts in a wide range of specialisms, we can help you develop a
product and provide value-added solutions.

Learn.
Our training sessions are always in demand. You can learn about the
process industry. See new formulations in action. Or have a 1-1 training
session with some of the latest equipment.

Optimise.
ACG laboratories is well equipped to support you in completing QbD trials
in product development. Our experts will facilitate you to reduce your
development cycle, resources, and process time. We do this by helping to
build robustness in the process and helping you to achieve a high success
rate in commercialisation.
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Discover our machines.
ACG Process Development Lab is home to some of the smartest
technologies and finest equipment in powder processing.
Many of our machines are unique because they have been built
or modified in direct response to our customers’ needs.
Process equipment.
The Lab is fully equipped with a wide range of process equipment
for drying, granulation and tablet coating.

A few of our development approaches:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tangential spray granulation with directional flow plate
Hot melt granulation
Rotor dry powder layering
Effervescent granulation, double layer coating for tablets
Pellet coating on perforated drums
Micro tablet coating and drug layering on tablet coaters
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MINIQUEST F
“Big on innovation. Capable of
handling the smallest quantities.”

MINIQUEST T
“Big on innovation. Capable of
handling the smallest batches.”

QUEST FB
“A table-top machine for all fluid
bed-based experiments.”

Process capability:
• Drying
• Top spray granulation
• Wurster coating
• Spray drying
• Spray congealing

Process capability:
• Tablet coating

Process capability:
• Drying
• Top spray granulation
• Wurster coating
• Spray drying
• Spray congealing

Working volume:
0.8 litre

Working volume:
0.7 litre (bottom spray)
1.0 litre (top spray)

Working volume:
0.8 litre
1.6 litre
2.4 litre
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GPCG 1.1
“The legacy lab workhorse for all
things fluid bed.”

FBE 5
“The fluid bed for when you need a
little extra.”

QUEST HSM II
“A compact and compliant,
high shear mixer.”

Process capability:
• Drying
• Top and tangential spray granulation
• Wurster coating
• Rotor process – dry powder layering
• Hot melt granulation process
• Spray drying and spray congealing
• One of the most widely used R&D
machine in the Pharma sector

Process capability:
• Drying
• Top and tangential spray granulation
• Rotor process – dry powder layering
• Hot melt granulation process
• Spray drying and spray congealing

Process capability:
• High shear granulation
• High shear mixing
• 12 bar construction X•ONE design

Working volume:
2.4 litre (bottom spray)
4.7 litre (top spray/ tangential)
4 litre (rotor)

Working volume:
3.5 litre (bottom spray)
8 litre (Top spray/tangential)
5 litre (rotor process)
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Working volume:
2 litre
5 litre
10 litre

PILOT SCALE EQUIPMENT
Test the feasibility of scaling up or scaling down before taking
your product to market, using our pilot scale equipment.
Our experts will support you through the process and beyond.
GT 150 X•ONE
“State of the art granulation and drying system in one.”
Process capability:
• HSM 150 X•ONE and FBC 125 X•ONE
• 12 bar shock pressure resistance X•ONE design
with 21 CFR Part 11 compliant features
• Granulation and drying with complete vacuum
transfer system without manual intervention
• Through-the-wall design with close loop transfer system
• Directional flow plate to FBE for efficient drying
and 100% discharge
• Tangential spray granulation
• Hot melt granulation by top, bottom and
tangential process
• Wash-In-Place system with Duct washing system
Working volume:
80 litre (bottom spray)
200 litre (drying and top spray granulation)
200 litre (drying and tangential spray granulation)
150 litre (HSM granulation)
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PROTAB 300
“Tableting simplified.”

QUEST TC
“Table top lab-scale tablet coating studies.”

QUEST TC 111
“Versatility in lab and pilot coating studies”

Process capability:
• Tablet compression
• ACG tools testing and validation
• Physical verification of formulation

Process capability
• Tablet coating
• Minitablets coating

Process capability
• Tablet coating
• Mini tablets coating
• Sugar coating

Type:
8 station D and B tooling
Output:
215,000 tablets per hour

Working volume:
0.8 litre
1.6 litre
2.5 litre
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Working volume:
2 litre
9 litre
24 litre
56 litre

Helping you on your product journey.
We can help you develop your process or trial a new technique at any stage,
but if you get in touch at the beginning (when you’re filing a new product),
we can help to optimise your process in a friendly, forward-thinking environment.
Why not consider including the ACG Process Development Lab as part of your product
journey? We could help you to save time and money on getting it right first time.
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Come and see where your imagination will take you at the
ACG Process Development Lab.
Can we help you to develop your process or test a new one? Get in touch to
find out more about how we can work in partnership and create a development
solution that is uniquely yours. We look forward to hearing from you.
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